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filled Deezer’s deficiency on local catalogue”. 
Spotify and Apple Music also operate in 
Turkey, alongside services operated by local 
telco Turkcell Müzik (Fizy) and TürkTelekom 
Müzik (Muud).

Bülent Forta, general coordinator and 
board member of Turkish recorded music 
association Mü-Yap, says that the Turkish 
music industry has taken “important steps to 
open the old catalogues to the digital market”. 

“However, confusion about rights 
ownership and difficulties in accessing old 
records still show that this process has not 
been completed,” Forta adds. “Thousands of 
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Turkey may have one of the lowest per-capita spends on music globally, 

but recent years have seen recorded music income grow significantly 

while new digital players have helped streaming numbers to boom.

STATS 

f 
Population   81.3m*

d 
GDP (purchasing power parity)   

                                    $2.186tn* 
GDP per capita (PPP)  $27,000*

h 
Internet users  56m 
Per cent of population  61.3%

c 
Broadband connections  11.9m 
Broadband - subscriptions  
per 100 inhabitants  15*

i 
Mobile phone subscriptions  77.8m 
Sources: CIA World Factbook/World Bank/Statista 

* = 2017/18 estimates

TURKEY

T
urkey could be on the verge of “an 
explosion” in music streaming, 
according to one veteran of the 
country’s music industry, with new 

players coming to market and streaming 
subscriber numbers rising sharply.

Metin Uzelli, who has worked in the 
Turkish music industry for three decades, says 
that he has “high expectations” for the future 
of the business. 

“In 2020, I expect an explosion in both 
revenues and subscriber numbers,” he 
says. “I anticipate that we will see the 
results and benefits of new players, the 
dynamic environment brought by increased 
competition, the rapidly increasing number 

of subscribers and the recent retail price 
adjustment from this year onwards.”

Key to this was the launch of YouTube 
Music in Turkey in 2019, a significant move 
in a country where YouTube plays such 
a major role. YouTube had a 92% 
“penetration rate” among 16-64-year-
old consumers in Turkey in the last half 
of 2018, according to Statista, making 
it the most popular social network (if 
we take a broad definition of “social 
network”) in the country ahead of 
Instagram (84%), WhatsApp (83%), 
Facebook (82%) and Twitter (58%).

Uzelli says that YouTube Music 
“has revitalised the market and has 

“We are observing that the 
subscriber numbers are 

increasing at a much faster 
pace. The number of paying 
subscribers rose sharply in 
the last months of the year, 
exceeding 2m per month...” 

– Metin Uzelli, The Orchard Turkey
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records are still not transferred to digital, but 
this process continues.”

As a result of this revitalisation, Turkey 
is seeing a boom in subscriber numbers. In 
2019, Mü-Yap estimated that 1m people in 
Turkey were subscribing to a music streaming 
service; Uzelli says this has risen sharply. “We 
are observing that the subscriber numbers 
are increasing at a much faster pace,” he 
says. “The number of paying subscribers 
rose sharply in the last months of the year, 
exceeding 2m per month.”

What’s more, Uzelli believes that 
streaming in Turkey is entering a more mature 
phase, with the high rate of churn that was 
caused by free bundled offers from telcos 
dropping. “The data on this issue shows that, 
unlike in the past, the consumer cares about 
experience more than the price,” he says. “This 
can be seen as a pleasing indicator for the 
development of the market.”

Uzelli estimates that Turkish recorded 
music revenue increased by 20% in 2019 and 
will grow by even more in 2020, continuing 
the market’s remarkable upward curve. In 
2017, the Turkish recorded music market 
grew by 17.8% and in 2018 it increased by 
14.8%, according to local sources.

These numbers, clearly, are impressive. But 
it is worth remembering that they come from 
a small base: total recorded music income in 
2018 was just $42.4m in a country of over 
81m people.

Indeed, per capita recorded music revenue 
in Turkey is the lowest in Europe at just $0.51. 
(Turkey, technically, is a transcontinental 
country located in Western Asia and 
Southeast Europe.)

The result also comes against a backdrop 
of economic uncertainty: in 2018, Turkey 

went into recession and it is only slowly 
recovering now. In May 2019, the European 
Bank For Reconstruction & Development 
predicted that Turkey’s economy will probably 
see a gradual recovery, growing around 2.5% 
in 2020.

Uzelli says that Turkey’s economy 
remains weak. “This situation affects the 
music business mostly on live performance, 
advertisement and sponsorship revenues,” he 
says. “On the other hand, I can say that it does 
not affect – or I can even say that it supports 
– digital music consumption since it is a low-
cost premium entertainment product.”

One definite plus for the Turkish music 
industry is the strength of its domestic 
repertoire, which accounts for 85-90% 
of total consumption. At the same time, 
the Turkish diaspora gives strength to the 
country’s recorded music market, with around 
2.85m Turks living in Germany alone.

“Streaming provided great convenience 
to reach the Turks living abroad,” says Uzelli. 
“However, I would not prefer to call this ‘the 
export of Turkish music’. In order for Turkish 
music to reach non-Turkish consumers in 
other markets, projects that focus on this 
purpose from production to marketing 
are necessary.” Already, though, there are 
signs that this is happening. Uzelli says that 
in 2019 there were more examples than 
ever of Turkish artists working with foreign 
musicians, especially in hip-hop.

Forta says he is optimistic for 2020. “Instagram, 
Facebook and TikTok are licensed this year which 
means an increase in income. I also expect 100% 
growth in Spotify, YouTube and Fizy revenues. 
We have plenty of reasons to be hopeful for 
Turkish music industry and recorded music in 
the coming decade,” he says.  :)

Source: IFPI 2019 Global Müzik Raporu


